WORKPACKAGEOBJECTIVES
The quality of MPC, like any other modelͲbased
operation support systems (such as RealͲTime
Optimization),ismainlydeterminedbytheaccuracy
and the maintained calibration of the model. If
proper supervision is not performed, the
performanceofMPCdegradesovertimeduetothe
modelͲplant mismatch. Hence, the influence of the
modelinguncertaintyontheperformanceofMPCis
ofgreatimportance. 

APPROACH
Agoodtuningisreflectedinthelowvarianceofkey
output variable(s) without any constraint violation.
The relation between the variance of the key
output(s) and the bandwidth of the closedͲloop
system is given in Figure 1. Point A of the curve
reflects an overly conservative tuning, point C is an
overlyͲhighͲbandwidth tuning and point B
corresponds to the optimal bandwidth. To find the
optimal closedͲloop bandwidth, a twoͲlayer tuning
methodisproposed:
x

x

Upper layer: Solve an onlineͲoptimization problem to
findtheoptimum(e.g.byextremumͲseekingoronline
monitoringtheoutputvariance).
Lowerlayer:Findtheweightingmatricessuchthatthe
bandwidth of the closedͲloop system matches the
bandwidthintheupperlayer.

The current tuning practice of these controllers is heuristic
and there has been no standard way of tuning MPC that
takes into account modelͲplant mismatch. Despite the
research efforts in tuning methods for MPC in literature,
MPC tuning strategies that consider robustness in process
industries often lead to a conservative tuning, which might
be too far from the optimal tradeͲoff between robustness
and nominal performance. With this observation in mind,
workpackage5focusesonfindingtheoptimaltuningwhich
achievesthisbalance.
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Figure1.RelationbetweenclosedͲloopbandwidth
andvarianceofkeyoutput(s).


Methodstocalculateweightingmatrices


EXAMPLE:BINARYDISTILLATIONCOLUMN


Thecontrollermatchingbyoptimizationisappliedto
amodelofabinarydistillationcolumn.Theoptimal
tuning is obtained by manually changing the
bandwidth. The performance deteriorates due to a
changeinthedisturbanceandrestoredbyreͲtuning
theMPC.


x
x
x

Controllermatchingbyinverseoptimality.
Controllermatchingbyoptimization.
Studying the asymptotic behavior of the Toeplitz matrix, which
reflectstherelationbetweenfutureinputsandfutureoutputs.
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Figure2.Topandbottomcompositionsofthecolumn.
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WP 5 – Optimization-based MPC tuning

Diego A. Muñoz and Wolfgang Marquardt
MOTIVATION
Optimization-based tuning methods are proposed to
satisfy a performance specification and at the same
time to guarantee state constraints in the presence of
unknown disturbances represented uncertain
parameters.
APPROACH
One of the strategies to solve the optimization-based
MPC design and tuning problem requires two
reformulation steps. First, the bi-level optimization
problem is converted to a single-level dynamic
optimization
problem
replacing
the
inner
optimization problem, i.e., the MPC, by its KarushKuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions.
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The resulting single-level optimization problem
constitutes a semi-infinite program (SIP) [1], for which
finitely many degrees of freedom ܳ ǡ ܴ are optimized
on a feasible set described by infinitely many
constraints. Thus, the second reformulation reduces
the infinite number of constraints to a finite number
using the so-called local reduction approach.

However, this idea results in a semi-infinite problem where
an additional inner optimization problem must be solved
for the closed-loop behaviour because at every sampling
time, the control calculation involves the solution of an
optimization problem.

This approach requires a local representation of the socalled lower level problems associated with the SIP for which
normal vectors of critical manifolds were employed to
provide such kind of representation.
The so-called normal vector approach [2] reduces the
infinite number of constraints to a finite number of
restrictions based on detecting and backing-off critical
boundaries. These boundaries are defined by a set of points
at which a property of interest changes qualitatively. In this
case, the normal vector approach will be applied to
guarantee that the state constraints are satisfied in the
presence of unknown disturbances represented by uncertain
parameters.

c

Fig. 1: Critical manifold M and its normal vector provides a local
representation for the local reduced approach, and separates regions in
the parameter space with qualitatively different system behaviour
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